Roles of conformational disorder and downhill folding in modulating protein-DNA recognition.
Transcription factors are thought to efficiently search for their target DNA site via a combination of conventional 3D diffusion and 1D diffusion along the DNA molecule mediated by non-specific electrostatic interactions. This process requires the DNA-binding protein to quickly exchange between a search competent and a target recognition mode, but little is known as to how these two binding modes are encoded in the conformational properties of the protein. Here, we investigate this issue on the engrailed homeodomain (EngHD), a DNA-binding domain that folds ultrafast and exhibits a complex conformational behavior consistent with the downhill folding scenario. We explore the interplay between folding and DNA recognition using a coarse-grained computational model that allows us to manipulate the folding properties of the protein and monitor its non-specific and specific binding to DNA. We find that conformational disorder increases the search efficiency of EngHD by promoting a fast gliding search mode in addition to sliding. When gliding, EngHD remains loosely bound to DNA moving linearly along its length. A partially disordered EngHD also binds more dynamically to the target site, reducing the half-life of the specific complex via a spring-loaded mechanism. These findings apply to all conditions leading to partial disorder. However, we also find that at physiologically relevant temperatures EngHD is well folded and can only obtain the conformational flexibility required to accelerate 1D diffusion when it folds/unfolds within the downhill scenario (crossing a marginal free energy barrier). In addition, the conformational flexibility of native downhill EngHD enables its fast reconfiguration to lock into the specific binding site upon arrival, thereby affording finer control of the on- and off-rates of the specific complex. Our results provide key mechanistic insights into how DNA-binding domains optimize specific DNA recognition through the control of their conformational dynamics and folding mechanism.